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Hodeida-Sanaa road, and along this line Turkish sovereignty can hold its own.
It drives a wedge of paramount power between turbulent Asir and the lawless tribes south of Hodeida. It is true that the coastal section of this road is beset by marauders, within an hour's canter of the town, but they only snap at small caravans, and slink wide among the scrub and sand-drifts at the approach of an armed force.
So long as Loheia is adequately held, Hodeida is safe from an Asiri coup de main ; and, wall-less as she is, and devoid of natural defences, the snarling, southern tribes can hardly c rush3 her across miles of open desert.
Loheia is a small coastal town on the north side of a shallow bay. It can hardly be called a port, as the anchorage is vile and its approach complicated by submerged reefs, but it exports a little coffee and imports grain. It has dhow-traffic with Jeddah, Hodeida and Aden. Water is scarce and brackish, and troops are served first. A battalion is usually posted there and ' in the fort, on one of the several kopjes at the back of the town, where a small modern gun or two are mounted.
Loheia is in telegraphic communication with Hodeida. With the exception of Loheia, which is used as a base for operations in Asir, the chain of Turkish dominion in Yamen may be said to run from Hodeida to Sanaa (with Menakha as the padlock), and from Sanaa southwards along the inland plateau through Dhamar, Yerim and Ibb to Taiz. A pendant of this Ottoman belt runs from Taiz to Moawiya, and thence to Kataba, near the frontier of the Aden Protectorate and within sight of Dthala, the capital of one of our protected chiefs.
Coastwards from Taiz, the rule of Turkey extends to Mokha and along the littoral to the mountain-fortress

